From: Christopher G. Williams
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 9:05 AM
To: Cynthia A. Armstrong <carmstro@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Alison G. Crumbley <acrumble@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Colleen
Rene Beaudoin <crbeaudo@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Allen Altman <alaltman@pasco.k12.fl.us>; James S. Luikart
<jluikart@pasco.k12.fl.us>
Cc: Elizabeth P. Kuhn <ekuhn@pasco.k12.fl.us>; Raymond E. Gadd <rgadd@pasco.k12.fl.us>
Subject: RE: Map Proposal
Honorable School Board Members,
You received the email below from Jeannie Dunning on April 19, 2018. I want to address some of the things that
she said in her email.
The Superintendent’s recommended map and Map 5x are not the same.
Map 11x and Map 5x are not the same.
Map 5x rezones the western neighborhoods out of SSMS/JWMHS and into PRSMS/AHS. Map 11x does
not.
Map 11 was NOT developed by last year’s boundary committee. It was developed by a boundary
committee member and submitted to the boundary committee for their review. Map 11 was
eliminated by the boundary committee last year. Please see the minutes from last year’s meeting
here:
http://www.pasco.k12.fl.us/library/planning/boundary_committee/wss_meeting_4_minutes_1718.pdf.
Map 11 was the preferred map by some citizens in last year’s rezoning process. Map 11x was put
together by staff this year to reflect and update Map 11 but was also rejected by staff again this year.
The Starkey K-8 does not open in two years, it opens in three years. The Starkey K-8 is slated to open in
August of 2021.
Ms. Dunning states that the projections on the attached Map 11x do not include the removal of students for
WKTHS. The projections do include an estimate of WKTHS students being removed from both RRHS and
JWMHS.
Ms. Dunning states that with Pulte pulling out of Longleaf Neighborhood 4 that this would put JWMHS below
capacity year. The projection in Year 10 on Map 11x for JWMHS is 2174 or 113% of capacity (1925). 400
homes in Neighborhood 4 is projected to yield about 80 high school students. In year 10, this reduction
would put JWMHS at 2079 students or 108% of capacity. That is assuming that another builder has not taken
over Neighborhood 4 and begun to build houses in that neighborhood. In addition, as Ms. Dunning
mentioned, Mitchell Ranch South has broken ground and is expected to build the 90 houses in the near
future. This is in the SSMS/JWMHS zone and will generate approximately 20 high school students which
would be added back into this total.
Ms. Dunning states that a new Starkey High School is projected to open in 2024. There is no definitive
opening date for a high school on this side of the county.
Ms. Dunning states that the connecting road between Starkey Ranch and Asturia, otherwise known as Tower
Road is under construction. I reached out to the Starkey Ranch developer and this is simply not the case. I
am not aware of any definitive timeline yet on that connection.

I trust this helps. Please let me know individually if you have any questions on this. I will forward this response to
Ms. Dunning as well.
Thank you,
Chris Williams

